Computational models of hair cell bundle mechanics: II. Simplified bundle models.
Simplified versions of hair cell bundles are mechanically modeled. The influence of various geometric and material combinations on bundle stiffness, link tensions and deformation shape are examined. Three models are analyzed within this paper: two stereocilia connected by one link, two stereocilia connected by a biologically realistic set of links, and a column of stereocilia connected by realistic links. Stereocilia are modeled using a distributed parameter model [J. Biomech. Eng. 122, 44]. Some fundamental rules for linking bundles emerge from these tests: (1) Links must have a threshold stiffness value for the bundle to deform as a whole. Beyond this value, the stereocilia are perfectly linked and variations in link stiffness do not significantly effect the bundle stiffness or link tension. (2) Decreasing the relative heights of successive stereocilia may increase link tension while decreasing bundle stiffness. (3) When lateral links exist, the top most lateral links carry the majority of tension. Lower links in single column model appear mechanically insignificant. (4) Extending the length of the bundle in a column does not increase the stiffness once the column reaches a certain length.